
Word List
READ the words and their meanings.

Let’s Eat!

ba•nan•a—buh-NAN-uh noun a long, curved fruit with 
a yellow peel

bread—brehd noun a baked food made with flour 
that’s used for toast and sandwiches

 car•rot—KEHR-uht noun a skinny orange vegetable that 
grows underground

fruit—froot 1. noun a food that can be juicy and sweet, 
like an apple 2. noun the part of a plant that holds the 
seeds

spread—sprehd 1. verb to put something all over, like 
jam on bread 2. verb to open wide

stuffed—stuhft adjective filled with something, like a 
pillow is filled with fluff, or a belly is filled with food

taste—tayst 1. noun the way a food is salty, sweet, or 
icky 2. verb to put a bit of food in your mouth to see if 
you like it

veg•e•ta•ble—VEHJ-tuh-buhl noun a food that comes 
from a plant’s leaves or roots
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Match the Meaning
WRITE the words next to their definitions. LOOK at the word box for help.

Let’s Eat!

 1.                             to try a bite of food

 2.                             an orange vegetable

 3.                             a fruit with a yellow peel

 4.                              the leaves or roots of a plant 

that you can eat

 5.                             very full of something

 6.                             part of the plant that has seeds

 7.                             to put something all over

 8.                             food that turns into toast

banana 
bread

carrot 
fruit

spread 
stuffed

taste 
vegetable
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Let’s Eat!

Find the Friend
READ the clues. Then WRITE the friend’s name under each picture.

 Shama is eating a fruit.

Mai has bananas on her shirt.

 Crispin is eating vegetables.

 Val has carrots on her shirt.

 Lyle is eating bread.

Who am I?

                                                                                     
1 2 3 4 5
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Dictionary Dare
LOOK UP these foods in a dictionary. Then CIRCLE if it’s a fruit or a vegetable.

Let’s Eat!

 1. potato fruit vegetable

 2. spinach fruit vegetable

 3. cherry fruit vegetable

 4. pear fruit vegetable

 5. lettuce fruit vegetable

 6. broccoli fruit vegetable

 7. peach fruit vegetable

 8. onion fruit vegetable
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Blank Out
FINISH each sentence with a word from the word box.    

Let’s Eat!

 1.  Cartoon rabbits are always chomping on  

                      .

 2.  I love fish sticks, but Amy hates the way they  

                      .

 3.  Nadine helped Mom                        frosting on  

the cake.

 4.  Isaac ate nothing but                        and butter  

all day.

 5.  A tomato is really a                        because it has 

seeds.

 6.  We were all                        after Thanksgiving dinner.

 7.  Chloe peeled the                       for the monkey to eat.

 8.  Saul eats his meat, but no leafy                       .

banana 
bread

carrots 
fruit

spread 
stuffed

taste 
vegetables
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Let’s Eat!

Word Pictures
COLOR the spaces that show words for food and eating.

taste
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arrive
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giant

bread

bread
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fruit
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